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Abstract
This study examined some of the cognitive processesunderlying stereotyping,
as well as the effects of multiple social categories in implession formatiotl
Phase 1 of the study assessedstereotypes of males, females, 20 year olds, 70
year oldg French Canadians and English Canadians in a sample of 60 urdergraduates. The results demonstraH that stereot?e judg€mmts were retratively
automatic in that they were made more quickly than non-stereotype iudge
"individuals"
mmts. Phase 2 of the study examined the impressions formed of
who were simultaneously identified in terms of gender, age and ethniqityThese individuals tended to be perceived in terms of their gender and age;
moreover, this effect was more pronounced on stereotyPe haits dun
non-stereotype traits. Phase 3 examined subiect/ memory for the individuals,
and it was found that memory was better for age and gendet than fo!
etlmicity, and that speed for making sudr judgements followed the sarne
pattem. While the resulb support the view that individuals are perceived in
terms of strereotypes,they suggest that certain salient catregorieswill be more
influmtial in a particular contexl
R€susr6
Cetbe6tude se penche sur certains processus cognitifs qui sous-tmdent l€3
st&€otypes ainsi que sur les effuts de cat6gories sociales rultiples dars la
formation des impressions. Dans une prerniEre 6taPe, l'6tude a 6valu€ les
st#otypes chez des sutets masculins et f6minins, Ag€sde 20 et de Z0 ans,
Canadiens et Canadiennes francophones et anglophones dans un ec-hantillon
de 60 €tudiants de premier cyde. l€s r€sultats r€vllent que les iugemenb Par
st6r6o9pes sont relativemmt automatiques m ce sens qu'ils se forment plus
Epidement que les iutements non fond6s sur les sEr€otyPes. Dans une
seconde 6tape, on a 6tudi€ les impressions form€es sur des "individus"
idmtifi€s simultan€m€nt en fonction de leur sexe, de leur Age et de leur
appartenanc€ ettmique. Ces individus 6taient surtout Petqus en fonction de
leur s€r(eet de leur Age; de plus, cet effet 6tait davantage Prcnonc€ pour les
kaib psychologiques st€r€otyp€s que pour les traits non stffityP€s. Une
troisiAme €tape a consist6 a examir€r le souvmir que conservaient les suiets
des individus. On a constat€ que le souveni €tait Plus marqu€ pour les
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d'ageet de sexequePourcell€sd'ethnicit6,€t que Ia laPidit€
caractdristiques
de cesreflexes6taitconformeA ce modEle.Bienque les rdsultatsconcordent
avecla notion que les individus sont perEusen fonction de ster6otypes,ils
laissentndanmoinsentendreque certainescatetolies d'6l6mentscognitifs
importantsaulont une plus grandeinfluencedansun contexteparticulie!.

The stereotype is one of the central concepts in the study of intergroup
relations (cf. Taylor & Moghaddam, 1994) and is seen as having both
cognitive and motivational implications (Ashmore & DelBoca,1981;Fiske &
Neuberg, 190). There are, furthermore, at least four ways of characterizing
stereot'?es (cf., Gardner, 194). On the one hand, stereotyPescan be seenas
"a set of beliefs about the personal attributes of a grouP of people" (Ashrnore
& DelBoca, 1981, p. 161). Note that these beliefs ar€ not limited in any
particular way, thus in this casestereotyPeis equivalent to belief. A second
approach, based on the tradition of Katz and Braly (1933), defines a
stereoqpe as "a collection of trait-names upon which a large Percentageof
people agree as appropriate for describing some class of individuals"
(Vinacke, 7957,p.229). This definition focusseson consensusas a defining
feature of the stereotype.A third viewPoint holds that a stereotyPerePresents
"a generalization made about an ethnic group, conceming trait attribution,
which is considered to be uniustified by an observer" (Brigham, 1971,p-31)"stereotyPes are best
Finally, McCauley and Stitt (1978) ProPose that
understood as predictions that distinguish the stereotyPed group from
others" (p. 935).
Gardner (194) notes $rat, desPite the obvious differences among these
definitions, there are two areasof similarity. The first is that when attention
"stereotype", all four definitions agreethat
is directed toward the individual's
the beliefs are held by the individual. The secondPoint is that when attention
is directed toward "the ster€otype" as opposed to an individual's stereotyPe,
some form of consensusis always implied. Obviously the Katz and Braly
(1933) methodology implies consensus,but so too do the Ashmore and
DelBoca (1981),Brigham (191), and McCauley and Stitt (1978)characterizations. Whatever their conceptual approach,when researchersconclude that
a given attribute is stereotypical of a group, they base their conclusion on
summary statistics, and thus consensusis irirplied.
Gardner, Ialonde, Nero and Young (1988)have demonstrated that the
differmt procedures for measuring stereotyPes can result in different
characterizationsof the stereotyP€about a grouP, depending upon whether
a group or individual persPectiveis takm. Moreover, individual difference
scores based on thes€ different rneasrnesof ster€otyPesshowed different
correlations with other variables such as contact with the 8rouP, attitudes
toward the group, etc. Suchresults suSSestthat the way resear€hersmeasure
a stereotype can influence condusions they draw about the roles Played by
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(1994)argues that' by focussing
stereotypesin intergroup relations' Gardner
greater information about
beliefg
consensual
as
attention on stereotyPes
representsocial reality'
beliefs
such
because
social behaviour is obtained
view of the
the
individual's
only
represent
Beliefs that are not consensual
imPortance'
world, and thus are of less social
Stereotypesdemonstrate effects similar to those observedwith schemas
seeFiske& Taylor, 1991;Mackie& l{amilton' 1993),
lfor generifdiscussions
-some
research demonstratesthat Processingof stereotyPeattributes is
and
(1983)
different than for non-stereotyPe attributes' For example, Cohen
given
with
a
attributes
of
studied the relation between the association
response
latency
of
andcategory (defined in terms of consensualludgements)
to i;ms, askint her respondents to judge if given attributes characterized
tvpical members of an occupational category' She found that latencies
"ves" and increasedfor "no" resPonsesasassociationincreased'
iecreased fo,
"yes" and lower for "no"
while confidence in the judgements was higher for
responses.In a similar study, Dovidio, Evansand Tyler (1986)used a priming
faster to traits
methodology and found that ParticiPants responded
"white" prime and
to
the
in
response
stereotypic-(i.e.,consensual)of whit€s
"black" prime' Finally'
faster to traiL stereotyPicof blacks in responseto the
Lalonde and Gardner 1i98e1had respondentsrate the extent to $'hich biPolar
traits were aPPlicableto eachof a number of ethn.ic$ouPs' The traits were
classified as' itereotypical (consmsual) or not for each ethnic group by
deterrnhing the extent to which the mean ratings were Polarized toward one
of the bipiar taits defining a scale.The results of both studies suggested
than
that, in general, stereobpe
-Theiudgements had - faster..-]atencies
of
tyPls
diffurent
three
these
of
results
non+tereofpe iudgemmts'
than
autorratic
more
are
that stereoqpe ludgements
studies sugii
non-stereotyPeones.
Thesetyp-esof results can be atEibuted to what Cohen (1983)refers to as
acc€ssibility of stereotyPic attributes' Because they are
the diffe;tial
encountered more frequently, stereotyPe iudgements are more readily
available for use in social encounters.This may be linked to the outgroup
that
homogeneity effect (Park & Rothban, 1982;Quattone & Jones' 1980)
and
ar€
diversity
less
having
as
seen
""gg;t" tl;t other groups will be
theory
idmtity
social
Further,
uniformly'
thel-eforeludged more quickly and
suggests'thai PeoPle seek to establish a sociat identity by making
gtoups
catllorizations that positively distinguish theh own group from other
when
use
categories
to
people
tend
Ctearly,
(seeiaylor & Moghiaaam, f'fX1.
other.
formint imPressions of each
the"P.ocess of forming an impression of a target Personbegins with an
act of categorization (Fiske & Neuberp 1990),and steleotyPic Processing
1992)'JeanPaul Sartre'sexample
begins
"a witlicategonzaion (Smith & Zarate,
L992)be''],g
and
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process,Any stinulus personcan be categorized
nature of the cateBorization
on a number of dimensions,includingage,sex,and ethnicityand stereotypes
associatedwith thesedistinctive categorieshave been studied for years.It
must be noted,however,that personsalwaysembodya combinationof such
categories;eachof us belonts to multiple groups simultaneously.
The issue of multiple group membershiphas only recently gained
prominence in the literature on social categorization (Srnith & Zarate,7992;
Stangor, tynch, Duan & Glass, 1992).Thus, while it is possible to ass€ssthe
stereotypesof very broadly defined groups (like malesor females),we can
alsostudy more narrowly definedgroups(e.g.,young women).Stangoret al.
(1992)argue, for exarnple, thai individuals appear to be categorized on the
basis of subtypes that combine a small number of such salient features. For
example, males can be contrasted with femalesbut younger males can be
contrasted with older males, younger fenales, and older fernales (see also
Smith & Zarate,1992).
Evidence fo! subt'?ing in person perception has bem somewhat mixed
(Deaux, Winton, Crowley & Lewis, 1985;Stangor et al., 1992;Taylor, 7987\
and it has been suggestedthat stereotyp€smay occur on more than one level
(Fiske & Neuberg, 190; Smith & Zarate, 192). The most specific subtype is
the individua! any given individual can be considereda unique combination
of categoriessuch as age, gender, ethnicity, hair style, height etc. When we
perceive an individual, howevet we are not necessarilyaware of all of the
categoriesinto which that individual can be categorized.We are most likely
to be aware of a small number of obvious characteristics,such as age, sex,
and possibly ethnicity. Thus, in social situations involving unlamiliar others,
inferences about persons can be reduced to a small number of relevant
categories.
The present study makesuse of an altemative to the Kats and Braly (1933)
procedure but nonethelessdefines steleotypesconsensually.The stereotyF
differential (see Gardner et al., 1988) uses a semantic differential format
(Osgood, Suci, & Tannenbaum, 1957)to rate various groups on a series of
bipolar adiectival scales.The stereotypeof any group is defined in terms of
those attributes defining the end point toward which the subiecc' ratings
tend to be polarized.
The stereot)?e differential is ideally suited to the presmt study because
it defines st€reotypes in terms of consensusand it can be used to ass€ss
stereotypes about either broad categories of people (e.g., males) or an
individual belonging to multiple social cate8ories(e.g., 70 year old French
Canadian male). Previous work with this procedure has concentxatedon
ethnic stereotypes,therefore, we will consider ib relevance to stereotyPing
based on other t'?es of groupings sudr as age and sex, as well. In addition
to the ratings of broad-basedgroups, more specific target "pe$ons" will be
defined as a combination along three dimensions,age,sex,and ethnicity. We
will also examine the influence of the stereotvDesassociatedwith eachof the
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three general social categories on the perception of specific target persons.
Finally,the subjects'memoryfor the targetpersonsdefinedin the study will
be examined for speed and accuracy.
MEllIOD
Participan|,s
Respondentsin this study were 30 male and 30 fernalestudents in introductory Psychology who participated in the study for course credit. All of the
participantswereEnglishspeakingCanadiansbetweenthe agesof 17and 29.
Procedure
Respondentswere tested individually with all materials presentedby means
of a microcomputer equipped with a timer card with a one-millisecond
resolution. InsEuctions were presented on th€ computer monitor, responses
were entered on the comput€r keyboard, and responsesand latencieswere
recorded by the comput€r. Participants were told that th€y would rate
categoriesof people as well as individuals, following which they would be
testedon their memory for the individuals. After reading that they would be
asked to rate each of six categoriesof people (males,females,20 year olds,
70 year olds, English Canadians, and French Canadiars) on 12 stereoq?e
differential scales (see Table 1), they were presented with a category label
(e.9., males) arid one 7-point stereotype differential scale (e.g., politeimpolite). Seventy-tlr'o category/scale combinations were presented in a
random order.
After this phase was completed, participants were intoduced to the
"individuals". This consisted of a label (e.9., Person 1) with a description
(e.9.,male French Canadian 20 year old). A total of eight "stimulus" people
were presented, representing the combinations of the three categories,se)g
ethnicity and age. Respondents rated each "person" on four stereotype
differential scalesfrom the set of 12 before the next person was presmted.
The set of eight peFons was presented in the same order three times, and
eachwas rated on a different fixed random order of four scales,so that at the
end of this phase,subiectshad rated eachperson on all 12 scales.Also, each
time a person was presented, the order of elemmts in the description was
varied (e.g., fema.leFrench Canadian 20 year old; French Canadian 20 year
old female; 20 year old female French Canadian) so that each element
appeared in eachposition once.
The final phase involved a test of memory of the persons.Respondents
were presented with the persons (e.g., Person 4, Person 1, etc.) and were
asked to identify the sex, age or ethnicity. Twenty-four (i.e., 8 persons x 3
identificatioru) plesentations were made in a fixed random order, and the
sudects' responsesand latenciesof responseswere recorded.
Two different random orders were used, and investigation revealed no
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significant order effects, so order was not included in any of the analyses
^.a.e-+e.l

ha'a

RESULTS
There are five different sets of results in this investigation. The first involves
the stereowes about the six categories of individuals (e.g., females, French
Canadians, etc.). The second concems the latercy associated with the iudgements made about each of these troups on those traits that were included in
the stereotype and those that w€re not. The third considers the similarity of
the target "persons" to the categories themselves on traits stereotypic of the
category as well as not- The fourth focusses on the latenc! of stereot'?e vs
non-stereotype judgements of individuals. The fifth deals witt memoy for the
categories underlying the target pelsons.
Stermtypes About thc Six Groups
The steleoq?es about each of the six groups were determined by assessing
the direction and extent of polarization of the ratings of each of the six
categories on each of the 1.2scales. This polarization was indexed by means
of the single sarnple f-ratio:

(M-u)
S/'ln
where M is the mean ratin& s is the standard deviatioD n is the sample size
(60), and F is the neutral value (4) on a seven point scale (cf., Gardner,
Lalonde, Nero & Young, 1988).
The f-ratio can be assessedfor significance with (n - 1) = 59 degreesof
freedon, Table 1 presents the scales and the Fratios for each of the six
groups. A significant f-ratio indicates that an attribute at one or the other end
of the scale was stereotypic of the group in questioD with a negative ,-ratio
indicating the atkibute on the left. Thus, the stereotype for males is
conprised of the atEibutes rugged, impatient, talkative, industrious, selfish,
realistig irreligious, easy-going and modem. As can be seenin Table 1, the
stereotypes about each of the six groups are generally quite differenf
sometimeseven emphasizing bipolar opposite haits.r Further analysesof the
stereotypes indicate that they are relatively similar in terms of degree of
polarization. A single factor analysis of variance of th€ absolute t-values
1 A stereotyp€ analysis peiforlled separately for male and fernale palticipants indicaH
that the stereotypes were very sirnilar for both samples. The leart ove ap in steEotypes
occurred for the categories rnales and English Canadians, with 4 of 5 attributG common
to th€ two s€xes in each case. Thus, males and females tended to adopt compar.ble
stereotypes about the six categorie$ using these 12 bipola! scales. Becauseof the lelative
lack of gender diffelen<€s, it was not induded as a factor in any of the subsequent
analys€s.
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found no significant effects for categoly (F(5,66)= 1.68),sutgesting that
the
scales were appropriate for the six groups,
The stereotypes involving the groups can be contrasted to reveal instances
of concordance or discordance between groups. The most meaningful conEasts involve males vs females, 20 year olds vs 70 year olds, and English vs
French Canadians. The stereotypes are concordant when the same atlibutes
characterize both groups and discordant when bipolar opposites characterize
the groups.
As can be seen in Table 1.,the two ethnic stereoqpes ale more concoldant
than discordant. English Canadians and French Canadians are both viewed
as talkative, impatient, and artistic. The two groups differ on only one trait
English Canadians are seen as rnodern while French Canadians are trad!
tional. ln the case of gender, the stereotypes of males and females are both
concordant and discordant, Three of the attributes are in agreemeng males
and females are both viewed as industrious, talkative, and modem.
Discordant portions of the stereotypes occur as males are seen as irreligious,
rugged, realistic, and easy-going while females are s€en oPPositely on these
attributes. Comparing the stereotypes based on age reveals that none of the
attributes are shared by twenty and seventy year olds, and the stereotyPes
are discordant on five attributes. Twenty year olds are viewed as irreligious,
selfish, rugged, idealistic, and modern while seventy year olds are seen as
religious, unselfish, delicate, realistic, and traditional. Thus, it would appear
that the stereotypes based on age show the strongest differentiatiory with
gender second, and ethnicity, the least discordant.
I-atncy oJ ludgervnts About the Six Groups
An analysis of variance was conducted to investigate reaction times in
judgements about the groups. For each group, a distinction was made
between those six traits that were most stereot'?ical and those six that were
less stereotypical, resulting in the StereotyPicality of Traii factor having two
"males", the stereotyPe traits were
levels. For example, for the catetory
rugged, impatient, talkative, industrious, selfish, and realistic, while the
non-stereotype traits $'ere irreligious, easy-going, modem, unemotional,
artistic and impolite. Thus, this analysis involved a 2 x 6 repeated measures
analysis of variance where the factors were Stereotypicality of Trait
(stereotypic vs non-stereot'?ic) and Category (male, female, 2O yeat old' 70
year old, English Canadian, French Canadian).
of Trait
Significant
effects were obtained for StereotyPicality
(F(1,59)= 32.42, p <.001) and Category (F(5,295)= 8.42 P <.001), and the
interaction of Category by StereotyPicality of Trait (r(5B95) = 2.37, p < -05).
Adjusting the degrees of freedom for the t-ratios for Category and the
interaction of Category by StereotyPicality to 1 and 59 using the
Geisser/Greenhouse adjustment for possible violation of the assumption of
circularity, the F-ratio for Category is still siSnificant while that for the
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of Traitsfor theDep€ndeit
of Cenderby SteteotyPicality
Fig.la TheInteraction
to Males.
Measure
of DissiErilarity
interaction is not Respondents took less time to resPond to stereotyPe
(ira= 27.95ieconds for tle six traits) than to non-stereotyPe naits.(u = 29 '47)'
in additioo post-hoc contrastsindicated that subtectstook longer to resPond
to males, English Canadians and 20 year olds (M's = 33'09, 31'13and 29'90
respectively)" than to French Canadians, 70 year olds, and fuma.les
(M's = 28.27,28.03,
and 26.88)'
to lndiuiduab
Rrzrctiotts
Sternfiittl
assessthe imPact of age' gender'
to
conduct€d
were
variance
of
Six analyses
"nd ettrnic stereotyPeson the ratings of the target Persons'Each of thes€
analysesis a 2 x i rqeat&' measurresanalysis of variance with the factors'
Class of Target Person and Stereotypicality of Traits' Thus, where the focus
b€tl 'een
of interest wls the male stereotyPe,Qsgood tlscor€s were comPuted"mdes"'z
the ratings of each target p"oot utdtt" ratin$ of the category
(Otgoodet
usmgD-scores
of anytwo setsof ratingsmayb€evaluated
2 Thecomparison
the
For
e\amPle'
ratings
s€ts
of
the
Uetween
al.,1954;hich measuletfreaissimitarity

-Males", canbe comParcdwith the ratingsgiv€n
ratincs of a smeral category,suclt as
iucil as a Male z0 year old EnglishCanadian'il S"y.l" ffi
io o ti*in.ittaitia*1,
rated'on the samehait adiectives.D-6coresate .ak1r'latedby comPutingthe differenc€
ratings,squaringthe differ€nce,surnmingover the setof
tno -*pottaing
*ir"trais, and finally tai<ingtt e "q"an -it ot tft" meanof tl€ result.Thus,a D-Scor€of 0
would indicate ihat thJsubjeci rated the broad categolyand the sP€cificindividual in
exactlythe sameway, wheteasa high D-scorewould indicateconsiderabledisagteeaEnt
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D-score(Female)

Stereolype

Non-stereotype

Fig. 1b. The Interaction of G€nde! by Stereotypicality of Traits for the Depetdent
Measure of DisEinilarity to Females.

Two Dscores were computed for each target person, one for the six male
stereotyp€ scalesand one for the six non-stereotypescales.Theseiryerethen
aggegated sepamtely for the male and female target persons,providing four
scores for each subi€ct (male target stereotype scores, male target nonstereotype scores, female target stereotype scores,and female target nonstereotype scores).
Two analyses of variance were conducted to investigate the effecc of
gender stereotypeson person perception. The first analysis focussed on the
stereotype of males with the factors being Sexof Target and Stereotypicality
of Traits. A significant main effect was observed for Sex of Target
(F(1J9)= 96.77,p <.001) and the Sexof Targetby Stereotypicalityof Traits
interaction (F(1,59)= 9.70,p < .01).This interaction is pr€sentedin Figure 1a,
where it will be noted that male tartets were rated as more similar to the
concept Males than were the female targets.The interaction suggestsfurther
that the difference between malesand femaleswas greater on the stereot)?e
traits than on non-stereotype ones. Post hoc testsshdicated, however, that
on
betweentie two s€tsof ratints.Whereinte@stis direct€dto theeffectsof steleotyp€s
person perceptio4 the availability of a common mekic is m6t useflrl becaus€ it pelmits
direct contrast6 of iudgments about a goup with judgments about a target peEorL
for the po6t hoc t-tests were b.s€d, wheE applicable, on
3 The degr€€s of ffiom
nece6sitad by Pooling error temrs
Sattelthwaite adiustsnmts to deSEes of ffiom
because means were obtained ftom interactions (d. Wine!, 1971),
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D-score(20yr.olds)

Stereotype

Non-stereotype

Fig.2a.TheInteraction
of Ageby Stereotypicality
of T.aitsfor theDependent
Measur€
of
Dissimilarityto 20yea!olds.
the difference was signficant both for stereotype(1(107)= 9.46;p < .001)and
non-stereotypetraits (t(107) = 6.77;P< .001).The secondanalysisfocussedon
the st€r€otypeof Ferna.tes.
Significant effectswere observedfor Sexof Target
(r(1,59)= 72.24,p <.001), Stereotypicalityof Traiis (F(1,59)= 6.42,p < .oS),
and the Sexof Target by Stereotypicality of Traits interaction (r(1J9) = 28.48,
p < .001). As shown in Figure lb, the interaction results becausefemale
targets are perceived as much more similar to femalesthan are male targets,
and this contrast is greater for stereotypethan non-stereoqpe traits. Post hoc
Ftests indicated, however, that both the contrast for stereotype traits
(t(u0) = 10.0a;p< .001),and for non-stereot'?etraits(l(110)= f.aa,p a.ggU
were signficant
Two 2 x 2 (Age of Target by Stereotypicality of Traits) analyses of
variance were concemed with the effects of age stereotypes on person
perception. The first analysis was concemed with the stereotype of twenty
year olds. Significant eff€cts were observed for Age of Target
= 45.Op < .001),
(F(1J9)= 737.62,p < .001),Stereotypicalityof Traib (F(1^59)
and the interaction of these two factors (F(159) = 54.42,p < .001).Inspection
of Figure 2a reveals that the contrast between 70 year old and 20 year old
targets was greater on traits stereotypical of 20 year olds than on
non-stereotypetraits. Examination of the contrasts indicat€d, however, that
each was significant (t(89)= 13.9a' p <.001 and t(89) =7.04' P<.007
respectively). The second analysis dealt with the steteotype of seventy year
olds. Significant effects were observed for Age of Tatget (r(1,59) = 776.92,
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O-score(70 Yr.olds)
2.6

StereotyPe
Stereotype

Non'stereotyPe

Fig. 2b. The lnteraction of ABe by StereotyPicality of Traits for the DePcsldent Measure
of Dissimilatity to 70 Yea! olds.

of Traits(F(1'59)= 8'a9'p < '01)'and the interaction
P < .001),StereotyPicality
Letween these two factors (F(1"59)= 32'07'p < '001)' Figure 2b demonstrates
that the interaction results becausethe 20 year old target personswere rated
as more dissimilar to seventy year olds on stereot'?e traits than on
ones. The t-tesb for each contrast seParately were both
non-stereotyPe
=7'33; P<'0ol
significant, irowever (f(108)= 74'07,P < '001; and t(108)
respectively).
t*o ott "t 2 x 2 analyses of variance were concerned with ethnic
stereotypes.The first focussedon the stereotyPeof English Canadians' with
th" f""torc being Ethnicity of Target and Stereot'?icality of-Traits' No
significant rnainlffects were observed, and the interaction of Ethnicity of
Ta'rget and Stereott?icality of Traits was only marginally significant
((1",59) = z.+s, p < .0i7. Posi hoc t-tests indicated thdt the French canadian
i"igets *"re rated as siSnificantly more dissimilar to the concept English
Caiadians than were English Canadian tartets on the stereotyPe traits
traits1t(112)= '03' n's')'
(t(112)= 2.22 p < .05),but not on the non-stereotyPe
of FrenchCanadians'
stereotyPe
ihe secondanalysis was concernedwith the
(f(1,59) = 65'55'
Target
of
Sirnificant main-effectswere observedfor Ethnicity
=
while the
p
<
'001),
(r(1,59)
16'35,
p I .oot1ana StereotyPicalityof Traits
= 3'80'
(r(159)
significant
ir,te.action of these two factors was marginally
were
targets
Canadian
French
p < .06). The main effects emerged because
the
English
were
than
rated as more sirnilar to the concePtFrenchCanadians
Canadian targets and because ratings tended to be more similar on
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Times taken to rate the target Persons
English
female, 70 yr.
female,20 y!.
male, 70 F.
male, 20 yr.

58.85
59.30
56.74

66.06

non-stereotype traits than on stereot'?e traits. Post hoc t-tests indicat€d,
however,that the EnglishCanadiantar8ets\r'ereseenas more dissimilarto
French Canadians on the st€reotyPetraib (t(103) = 7.86,p < .001)and on the
non-stereotypeones(t(103)= 5.84;P < .001).
Latencyof Reactionsto lndioiduals
The time taken to tudge the eight target Personswas analyzed wing a 2 x 2
x 2 repeated measules analysis of variance with the factors Age, Ethnicity,
and Sexof Target. Significant effectswere found for Ethnicig G$'591 = 12.74,
p < .01),the tr,r'eway Age x Sexof Targetinteraction (F(1,59)= 17.77'? < -01)'
and the three.way Age x Sexof Target x Ethnicity interaction (F(1^59)= 55'24,
p < .01).
Table 2 shows the mean time required to comPlete the ratings of each
tariet individual. The main effect for Ethnicity emerged becausethe French
targets (M = 62-!12)took longer to rate than the English ones(M = 59.33).The
interaction of Age of Target by Sexof Target emergedbecausethe 70 year old
female targets (M = 53.36)took longer to rate than the 20 year old female
targets (M = 58.76)(t(707)= z.8L p < '01) whereas the ratings for the 70 year
old male targets (M = 59.98)were only slightly faster than for the 20 year old
male targets (M = 61.40)(f(104 = .82 n.s.). The significant three way
interaction occurred because this Pattem was more characteristic and
exaggerated for the French Canadian targets while an oPPositebut less
extreme pattem characterizedEnglish Canadian targets.
Renemberingthc TargetPersons
At the end of the study, the target Personswere presentedone at a time in
random order, and subiects were asked to indicate their gender, age and
ethnicity in a set of 24 iudgemmts. A resPondenys score for any given
category (Gender, Age, or Ethnicity) could range from 0 (if consistently
incorrect) to 8 (if corr€ct each time). A single factor rePeated measures
analysisof variance of thesescoresresulted in a significant effectfor Category
(F(2,1fS)= 3.82,p < .05).Respondentswere most accuratein their memory for
age (M = 5.35), less accurate for gender (u = 5.00) and least for ethnicity
(t = 4.72).PosFhoct-testsindicated that only the differmce betweenageand
ethnicity was siSnificant (t(718) = 2'75, p < '01)' A similar analysis was
conducted on the time taken to make these judgemenq and again a
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significant effect was obtained for Catetory (F(2,1t8)
= 3.27,p <
-^."_'.'.:p
o Post-hoc
t.05).
t-tests of the means indicated trr"t "ir,;i"i"'"l-,Ii

rryins
roreca,
the
peopre,s
",Ti+iT'",f.::j;i
;l"liiT'i:Ui#[":fl:

(M =3s,03)(f(118)
= z.o3; p <.05) or their age
tr = ii.sii,1r16; =2.35,

This study is unique in "i-"1,*::Tj;ti:)*dgating
stereorypesabout are,
sex,and ethnicity.The attributeson which the targetJwere
ratei werechosen
to be relevant to at least one of the six groups
tri"f*, i"-"f"., jO year olds,
70 year olds, English Canadians ana_frmctr
Canadians). ii. t.t oi "r,y
significant differences in the degree of polarity of jr.,ag"m"r;
ac.oss the six
groups indicates that the set of attribut". -"" ,rot
*y i o." o. t"r" "pp.oprr_
Moreover,the significantpolarity of someatutoutes,
i:::^TI^:T.*:*, q.up.
ior each group suggests thar diffelenr consensual
beliefs
:_:: l:.,
(sreleorypes)
were being tapped for each group.
Juolects made iudgements about the concepts
consistently faster for
.
steleot)?e traits than for nonstereog?e trais wiren
."spo.,ani to groups.
Theseresults_tendto replicate those obiai"ed by tab;'a;;
G;dner (1989)
defined stereotypesare processeJ-o* qri"uy
:*^.:::::Tli::nsensually
f.o1groups not defined in rerrnsof ertudcity. Thes;
nT::-:::-.,yp""sr,even
Ilnqmgs,
along with those obtained by Cohen (19g3)and Dovidio,
Evansand

Lrl::S::3.^T1i.:,"
)uqgements than for

thatprocessing
iendsto uemoreeffiii"r,-t-d."t",uotyp.

non€tereotype'
The results also show ihat th;

ones.

;J::f:ffi:i:*il::li^::ffj.'""::T#;
1T::.:1-:ll
l"-:"*"ryp.,

Erg€ry Decaus€ol shonter contrasts b€tween the targets
on the ster€oqryre
traits as opposed to contrastsbasedon the non_stereoqfe
traits. For example,
",rg:o *ere judged ro be more similar to the concep ,,*Us.
thar,
_l-",Th
were reru e targeb, and the disparity between the
ratings of male versw

q" malestereori?e
iii,'. ir," -"*p,
i",:5-5t"^_".
F ::t"'.!.
:":a similar
remales showed
effecq the female

targeb were iudged
-male
be more
"ttre to
similar_to the concept females, and the dispaity Uetwem
ana
renare tatgets was greater for the traits stereotypical
bf females.Comparable
obtained for age and for stereotfres uuo,.t fi"*ii*uaiuo
::"lT 1"r:
onty marginauy significant This tatrer result may
be
::jll::,,-":-.I:1
reratedto the retatively infrequent use of French/English
ethnicig for social
catetorization in this social contexL
The results-of this study also demonstratethat stereotyping
can influence
,
tn: speed.and accuracy of recall. Theseeffects applir
ti be related to
.o:T
rne conrrasts alont a given dimension in the sociai
sefting. That is, the
treatest contrast between stereotvpeswas observedfor age dlowed by se1
then ethnicity- and both speedand accrrru.y of .".utlr,g-&;
ii.gllfofforv"a
Ine same Dattern_
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The emerging Picture from the data lePortedhere is that the cognitive
effectsof steleotyPingare basedlargely on contrastsThis is consistentwith
the results of name<onfusionstudies (Stangoret al, 1992;Taylor' 1981)
showinq that errors in attributing statementsto Particularspeakersare less
likely tJ occur if thereis a basisfor contrastingthe speakers,suchas raceor
sex.it is also consistentwith the suggestionthat the categorizationof peoPl€
is basedon salient contrasts(Smith & Zarab, 1992;Zarate& Smith' 1990)'
(1978)
Salient contrastsare the essentialelement of McCauley and Stift's
that
definition
of
validity
definition of stereotPes,thus our datasuPPortthe
and demonstrate that it can be demonstrated even when stereot'?es are
operationally defined in terms of consensus'
Using broad-basedcategorieswith a high degreeof conFastwould be
quite fu-nctional in social settings. The process of social inference about
.',."r,g"r, would be enhanced by encoding individuals -in terms of the
dimeision on which that Person is most different from the perceiver' the
perceiver's grouP, or people itt general, depending on context and social
to facilitate
eo"ls. B"s"Jot the daia repo*ed here,this would evenappear
is
consistent
This
later'
ihe spe.a and accuracy of recalling the information
withihe perspecive that stereot'?es act as cognitive energy-savingdevices
1994).
(Macrae,Milne, & Bodenhausen,
Our results sugg€stthat gender is not necessarilythe most salient feature
of an individual. The most salient feature is the one that Provides ihe greatest
discrimination from other Personsin the social context, making it the most
informative dimmsion (Stangor et al., 1992)'Our results indicated that the
two age grouPs (20 and 70 year olds) were the most discordani followed by
tfr" toJoi.rders, followed by the two ethnic groups' In this study' therefore'
the widJage range (20 vs 70) provides for even more contrastive Processing
than does the target's gender or ethnicity'
Our data are ionsiJtent with Smith and Tana:cs (7992)exemplar based
model of stereotyPing. In this case, we assessedstereot'?es based on
broad-based conc.Pts, but we also had our ParticiPants rate individuals
identified only by iombinations of these concePts'One particular combination, the 20 year old male English Canadian, is of Particular interest in that
=
the combinaion of thesecharacteristicsis rated rnore quickly (ivt 55'74)than
=
(u
and English
59'80)'
are two of the superordinate categories,20 year olds
(1992),
individual
this
Zarate
Canadians(lvI = 32.25)'According to Smitr and
"cultural
of other
absence
is,
in
the
that
defiult" Person,
corresponds to the
"person"
It is
$'hite
male'
yormg
a
will be assumed to be
inJormatioo a
males'
for
the
stereotypes
here,
noteworthy that imong the attributes studied
20 year olds and English Canadiansare never discordant' Five of the 12 lraits
t#t comprise each of the stereott?es are significantly polarized in the same
direction and no traits are polarized in oPPositedirections' The categorization
4 The means are based on the sum of leaction tidles to all 12 traits'
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can only be facilitatedby this agreement
orocess
t
found in the
ii" ."t"f,t presentedin this study suPPortthose-usually
used
The
methodology
formation
fit"rut"te o" stereotypesand imPression
need
to
not
we
do
First'
advantages'
i"
'^ ,iritl*ay, fr.*et ei, provldesseveral
given
of
the
stereot}?es
of
{", irilri assurnptionsof the comPosition
are defined by the samesubiectswho ultimately
.""."rrr1 The stereotypes
'S".ond,
"persons"
ip"r"or,.".
the ratings of the concePtsand the
il;';"
comPared'
oll .oln*o" set of traits and can thereforebe directly
;i;;
individual
of
an
availability
is
the
e" "aa"a advantageof this procedure
variables
other
with
be
correlated
can
differencemeasureof stereoqpingthat
photothan
rather
descriptions
verbal
1994).Finally, the use-of
A;;;;"t,
(such
as
dimensions
of
unassessed
mir,ir,,izes the risk
;.Lt
;;;;;;'u.tiu"rr"r")
process.
the
stereot?ing
about
influencingthe conclusions
lit
- "-i"""-i
miy be drawn from the Presentstudy The.consensual
.."a*ions
identifyint Polarized trait
aDDroachto defining stereot)?es was successfulin
affected
1,iig"*"t t" una th& stereotypicaliudgements
::Tt-o]-1P-t*"t"tng'
the ratings of the
to
The ratinss of the target p"t'o* *"t" more similar
stereotyPesof
Thus
traits'
ott stereotyPical
;;;;ti;;;;in"t"".ut"go'i"t
or
individuals
sperific
mor€
"oncepts niay be apPlied to the
il" ;;;-;'";J
target
of
the
recall
of
Persons
exemplars.Moreover,the sPeedand accuracy
In this
i. i*"a on the contrasts available in the social context'
;il;;
category
was
the
and
the greatestcontrast in stereotyPes
ii,idJ,"*" *."ia"d
mosi salientwhen recallingthe individuals'
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